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Skin of Nature launches Different Kind: avant guard
outerwear made of biodegradable nylon.

This summer marks Skin of Nature’s debut in outerwear apparel, with a limited
edition capsule called Different Kind. The Milan and Hong Kong based brand
meets the incredible garment engineering of Italian Ki-72 to create
revolutionary jackets that are made for the elements, strong and versatile,
created with a biodegradable fabric.



(July 2021, Milano) Skin of Nature is an active-lifestyle brand inspired by the beauty of nature,
the entrepreneurial dream of a young Italian creative, Elena Beraldo.
She lives between Italy and Hong Kong where she has her atelier and works as a sustainable
sourcing specialist for other small and large companies. Inspired by the beauty of the natural world
and the metropolitan culture and lifestyle, Skin of Nature is the result of the union between her love for
sport and adventure and her innate passion for innovative design.

Skin of Nature debuted last September with the Aquatilis capsule, active and yoga garments inspired
by the marine world. Every piece of the Aquatilis collection features a different sea creature, captured
by the stunning photography of Alexander Semenov, Marine Biologist and Professional Underwater
Photographer.
High quality technical fabrics made of regenerated polyester and prints obtained with waterless
printing techniques are the key elements of this capsule.
This summer, in addition to new products for the Aquatilis line, the label is going to release a limited
edition line of one-of-a-kind outerwear pieces created with a revolutionary super light and
biodegradable fabric.

Different Kind capsule pre-orders launch July
21.
The Different Kind capsule landed on Skin of
Nature’s e-commerce this July and was available for
pre-order. The exclusive pieces are crafted in small
volumes and adopt the KI-72 design system that
combines circular design and material innovation.
The ultra-light fabric used for this capsule is made of
Amni Soul Eco: a cutting-edge biodegradable
polyamide, able to guarantee maximum durability
and resistance, and exceptional for its ability to
decompose when disposed of properly.

"We collaborated with an Italian jacket manufacturer
and applied their KI-72 garment engineering system
to create a capsule line that combines elegance and
technicality with avant-garde material innovation.
With this capsule we tackle the problem of textile
waste by creating garments that are engineered to
be easily recyclable and made with revolutionary
materials like Amni Soul Eco.”
Founder and Creative Director - Elena Beraldo



“Built urban, born wild”, this limited edition capsule consists of four outerwear garments, suitable for
facing the elements in the city and in nature. Features of functionality and performance are integrated
with modern, oriental-inspired lines and a gender fluid fit. Volume and bright colors make these
statement pieces timeless, yet in touch with contemporary lifestyle.
They are different from anything we have seen before: each element of this collection is made of a
single fabric and its accessories like zippers and stoppers are made of bioplastics from food waste or
recycled materials. Careful garment engineering makes these pieces easily recyclable and the brand
offers to take care of their repairing or disposal after their useful life.

Amni Soul Eco, the Italian nylon yarns used to craft the capsule, are the result of cutting-edge
research in the field of sustainable innovation from Fulgar. Thanks to a technology that gives nylon
enhanced biodegradability, it is possible to avoid producing materials that cannot be disposed of.
Different Kind nylon jackets, which would otherwise take 1000 years to degrade, only take slightly
more than a cotton t-shirt (around 5 years).

Sustainability is a must for Skin of Nature, and it’s their unique story that makes them stand
out.

Skin of Nature was born with the spirit of celebrating nature by wearing its extraordinary beauty.
Being a responsible brand who cares for the planet means looking at the entire life cycle of the
products and trying to mitigate the major environmental impacts associated with their production, use
and end of life.
Skin of Nature’s creative DNA is what defines them and it is rooted in their love for the outdoors and
for movement. Their mission is to inspire people to celebrate Nature by creating unique and high
quality pieces with a message to share.

Download Skin of Nature high-res images:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5ema1vwdmki7cl1/AABEdiEGB0EC4-y3i-i_mDQ9a?dl=0

For more info and material you can contact:
Elena Beraldo: elena.beraldo@awearprojects.com / +852 6939 0292 / +39 346 7577601


